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 New rock chips record high-grade gold assays, including 22.8 g/t, 19.3 g/t,
16.9 g/t, 14.8 g/t and 13.5 g/t on newly discovered stockwork veins at
Irvine and Benno prospects.
 Gold results build confidence in the potential of the Irvine and Benno
prospects, located 15km south of Stawell Gold Mine.
 Mineralisation is geologically similar to the Magdala gold deposit at the
nearby Stawell Gold Mine, which has been in continuous operation since
1982 producing in excess of 2 million ounces of gold.
Navarre Minerals Limited (ASX Code: NML) is pleased to announce further
encouraging gold results from the Irvine and Benno prospects on Ararat Exploration
Licence EL 5476, part of its 100%-owned Stawell Corridor Gold Project located 200
kilometres west of Melbourne, Victoria (Figure 1).
Following the previously reported discovery of outcropping gold mineralisation at
the Irvine and Benno prospects (see NML ASX release 12 June 2015), the Company
has undertaken detailed mapping and rock chip sampling. This has delivered
samples regularly grading at double-digit grams-per-tonne gold and confirmed the
existence of Stawell-style gold mineralisation occurring along at least 6 mineralised
surfaces.
Results to date show:


Surface rock chip samples containing moderate to high-grade gold
mineralisation with gold tenor ranging from 0.1 to over 22 grams per tonne
(see Table 1; Figures 3 & 4). New high-grade gold results from Irvine and
Benno include 22.8 g/t, 19.3 g/t, 16.9 g/t, 14.8 g/t, 13.5 g/t and 11.0g/t.



Gold occurs along 6 main mineralised geological surfaces, ranging from
approximately 300 metres to 1.6 kilometres in strike length (Figure 3).



Primary gold mineralisation outcrops on the hill slopes at headwaters to lines
of drainage containing historic alluvial gold workings.
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The most productive mineralised surfaces mined at Stawell’s Magdala Mine are the
rich gold lodes that occur along the basalt margins (“basalt contact zones”). Basalt
contact zones have been identified during the recent mapping and sampling
program at Irvine and Benno. A review of past exploration activity also revealed a
single historic diamond drill hole that penetrated the basalt contact zone at the
Irvine prospect.
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That 1994 drill hole, DD94AA254 (see Figure 3), passes through the western side of the Irvine basalt dome and is
described by the previous explorer as intersecting a “classic” Magdala Mine footwall sequence containing zones
of high pyrrhotite and arsenopyrite before ending in basalt. The drill hole results include an intercept of 0.5m @
7.2 grams per tonne of gold on the basalt contact at 86.5 metres downhole (see NML ASX release 12 June 2015).
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The next steps are to undertake shallow sampling along each of the mineralised surfaces to identify potential
shoots or zones of economic gold concentrations for drill testing.

Figure 1:

Plan of the Stawell Corridor Gold Project tenements and Stawell-style targets.
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Figure 2: Tilted satellite image looking north-west showing the location of the Irvine and Benno prospects relative to Stawell’s Magdala Gold Mine.
Navarre believes the rocks of the Irvine and Benno prospects are the southern continuation of the Stawell mine rock package which hosts the
multi-million ounce Magdala gold deposit. After the primary gold mineralisation event, the younger Devonian aged Stawell Granite has
intruded (melted) its way through the Stawell mine sequence that now separates Magdala from Irvine and Benno.
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Figure 3: Prospect plan showing new rock chip sample locations, assay results and the 6 main mineralised
surfaces.
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Background
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The Stawell Corridor Gold Project, incorporating the Ararat and Tatyoon exploration licences and the historic
Ararat Goldfield, is located between 10 and 70 kilometres south-east of the Stawell Gold Mine which is owned by
Navarre’s largest shareholder and leading Victorian gold producer, Newmarket Gold Inc. (formerly Crocodile Gold
Corp.) (Figures 1 & 2). Approximately 6 million ounces of historic and modern gold production has occurred from
Ararat and Stawell.
The Irvine and Benno prospects occupy the northern end of the historic Ararat Goldfield, which is estimated to
have produced approximately one million ounces of gold mainly from alluvial and deep lead production during
the period 1854 to 1925.
Production of primary hard-rock gold from the Ararat Goldfield was low given the richness of the alluvial deposits,
which offers a compelling reason to search for economic mineralisation in the vicinity of the richest alluvial gold
deposits.
Stawell’s Magdala Gold Mine is producing gold from a large multi-million ounce gold deposit that has been mined
to depths in excess of 1,600m below surface. Modern gold mining at Stawell has been continuous since 1982 and
has contributed more than 2 million ounces of the total 5 million ounces of gold production from the Stawell
Goldfield.
Gold mineralisation of the Stawell-type is located on the flanks of large basalt dome structures. The style of the
gold mineralisation is much finer grained, more continuous and more predictable than the gold deposits typically
found at Victoria’s largest two goldfields at Bendigo and Ballarat.
Comment
Navarre Managing Director, Geoff McDermott, said, “Our surface mapping and rock chip sampling at the Irvine
and Benno prospects has given our exploration a major boost. The Company will be conducting further
investigations testing the potential for Irvine and Benno to host multi-million ounce orebodies like those which
have underpinned the Stawell Gold Mine just 15 kilometres north-west.”
“One favourable characteristic of these prospects is that the gold-bearing veins occur at surface, so you can see
the geology and can quickly work out the host rock units and controlling structures. “
“Although we are at an early stage with exploration at Irvine and Benno, the similarities with Stawell’s Magdala
gold deposit are compelling.”

Figure 4: Photographs of in situ gold veins in shallow historic workings along the Morcam’s Luck surface.
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About Navarre Minerals Limited:
Navarre Minerals Limited (ASX: NML) is an Australian-based resources company that is creating value from a portfolio of early
to advanced stage gold and copper projects in Victoria, Australia.
Navarre is searching for gold deposits in the partially covered extension of a corridor of rocks that host the Stawell (~5 million
ounce) and Ararat (~1 million ounce) goldfields. The discovery of outcropping gold at the Irvine and Benno prospects is a
prime focus for the Company in 2015. These are located only 15km south-west of the operating Stawell Gold Mine which is
owned by Navarre’s largest shareholder and leading Victorian gold producer, Newmarket Gold Inc.
The Company is also targeting large VMS, porphyry-copper and gold deposits. The Western Victoria Copper Project captures
multiple, largely untested targets in 130km of western Victoria’s Miga Arc volcanics. Grassroots exploration of the Company’s
extensive exploration permits is at an early stage and more than 50 new targets remain to be thoroughly drill tested.
At the high-grade Tandarra prospect within the North Bendigo Goldfield of central Victoria, exploration work is targeting the
next generation of gold deposits under shallow cover 40kms north of the 22 million ounce Bendigo Goldfield. Under a farmout agreement, Catalyst Metals Limited is earning a 51% equity interest in Tandarra by spending $3 million over four years by
advancing the project towards mineral resource status.
Navarre has an experienced leadership team with 120 combined years of exploration, mining and finance industry experience
with a proven track-record of discovery and project development.

For further information, please visit www.navarre.com.au or contact:

Geoff McDermott
Managing Director
E: info@navarre.com.au
T: +61 (0)3 5358 8625

Competent Person Declaration
The information in this release that relates to Exploration Targets, Exploration Results, Mineral Resources or Ore Reserves is based on
information compiled by Wessley Edgar, who is a Member of The Australasian Institute of Mining and Metallurgy and who is Exploration
Manager of Navarre Minerals Limited. Mr Edgar has sufficient experience which is relevant to the style of mineralisation and type of
deposit under consideration, and to the activity which he is undertaking, to qualify as a Competent Person as defined in the 2012 Edition of
the ‘Australasian Code for Reporting of Exploration Results, Mineral Resources and Ore Reserves’. Mr Edgar consents to the inclusion in the
release of the matters based on his information in the form and context in which it appears.

Forward-Looking Statements
This announcement contains “forward-looking statements” within the meaning of securities laws of applicable jurisdictions. Forwardlooking statements can generally be identified by the use of forward-looking words such as “may”, “will”, “expect”, “intend”, “plan”,
“estimate”, “anticipate”, “believe”, “continue”, “objectives”, “outlook”, “guidance” or other similar words, and include statements
regarding certain plans, strategies and objectives of management and expected financial performance. These forward-looking statements
involve known and unknown risks, uncertainties and other factors, many of which are outside the control of Navarre and any of its officers,
employees, agents or associates. Actual results, performance or achievements may vary materially from any projections and forwardlooking statements and the assumptions on which those statements are based. Exploration potential is conceptual in nature, there has been
insufficient exploration to define a Mineral Resource and it is uncertain if further exploration will result in the determination of a Mineral
Resource. Readers are cautioned not to place undue reliance on forward-looking statements and Navarre assumes no obligation to update
such information.
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Table 1: Irvine and Benno prospects – New rock chip sample assays greater than 0.3 g/t gold

o

Gold determined using a 25g aqua-regia digest following a 2.5 hour roast at 600 C and AAS finish. Gold grades rounded to one decimal
place. Gold pathfinder element, As, has been determined by Olympus portable XRF analyser on rock chip assay pulps. Where multiple As
analyses were made on a single sample pulp, the average of those As results is reported. NA= Very high Fe contents make XRF As
determination highly erroneous and as such are not included. “v” = very, “FW” = Footwall, “HW” = Hangingwall.
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Appendix 1 – “JORC Code Table 1” Geological mapping, soils-, rock chip- and augersampling exploration results for the Irvine and Benno prospects, Ararat Goldfield.
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Section 1 Sampling Techniques and Data
The following table of information relates to new exploration results reported for the Ararat Goldfield with
relevance to the Irvine and Benno prospects. The information builds on open file historical annual technical reports
from previous explorers which were outlined in Navarre’s report to the ASX of 12 June 2015.

Criteria

Commentary

Sampling
techniques

 Rock chip sampling of float, sub-crop and in-situ outcrop material. Collected samples may comprise a
single large rock, or where more voluminous material is available, a larger number of smaller chip or
grab samples which were assayed and geologically classified together as a single sample.
 Soil samples are both near surface (-10cm shovel dug) Quaternary, Tertiary & sub-/out-crop lag, with
hand dug auger of variable depths up to 4.95m from surface.
 No near surface soil samples were assayed for gold, although portable XRF analysis was undertaken to
define geochemical patterns and zones across and along geological contacts.
 Auger soils and bedrock samples were from a 10cm diametre hole with samples taken at approximate
5-12cm intervals and commonly composited across 2 or 3 intervals on a geological basis, before being
analysed by portable XRF. Bedrock samples often showed distinct schist, quartzite or basalt textures
which were recorded and used to help define geological contacts and zones of veining, ex-sulphide
development (as goethite/limonite) and alteration. Most bedrock samples were moderate to highly
oxidised.
 Rock Chip samples are generally 0.5-5kg in size.

Drilling
techniques

 No mechanised drilling has been undertaken, or is being reported.
 No gold results from the auger sampling are reported in Table 1 with primary reason for conducting
the sampling being to develop a geological map beneath clay horizons. A few auger results were used
to aid interpretation of the gold & As distribution maps show in Figure 3.

Drill sample
recovery

 Recovery from auger holes was high, although many holes were abandoned in hard clays and at the
base of loose Tertiary quartz gravels.

Logging

 All samples were geologically classified and logged for rock type, alteration, foliation, quartz content
which were used to generate geological interpretive maps.

Sub-sampling
& preparation

 Soil and auger samples were oven or air dried, and sieved to -850um, before analysis by portable XRF.
 Quality control measures such as moisture content or duplicate sampling & analysis were not
undertaken at this level of initial sampling and exploration.
 Rock chip samples are jaw crushed to -2mm (entire sample) and pulverised to nominal 90% passing
75um at the Stawell Gold Mine (SGM) Assay Laboratory facility in Stawell (entire sample LM5
pulverised). No sizing’s were undertaken by Navarre staff but as with other routine pulverisation at
the lab, it is expected most samples would satisfy the >90% passing less than 75um threshold.
 Pulverised rock chip samples are hand scooped from the LM5 bowl into a large Kraft geochemical
satchel (~ 500g) for assay without any sub-sampling process.

Quality of
assay data and
laboratory
tests

 All rock chip gold results reported in Table 1 were conducted at the SGM Assay Laboratory using 25g
aqua regia digest with AAS determination to 0.01 ppm Au. The SGM laboratory uses commercially
prepared matrix matched CRM QC standards and blanks at rate of 2 per 25 samples with daily and
monthly review of internal QC results.
 Navarre included its own CRM QC standards with sample batches at a rate of approximately 1 in every
30 samples using commercial Certified Reference Material (CRM) from Ore Research & Exploration Pty
Ltd and RockLabs suppliers. Results for the external QC samples are found to be of acceptable
analytical quality with no extreme outliers from expected value ranges.
 It is noted that the aqua regia gold results for the Navarre QC standards often reports to the low side
(outside 90% confidence limits) compared to the published manufacturers expected gold grade. This is
to be expected as aqua regia is not a total method and some standard matrix materials will have a
certain amount of gold refractory to the digest method. Thus a small amount of under-reporting for
Navarre Minerals Limited | ABN 66 125 140 105
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Commentary
gold grades reported may be expected, especially compared to a near-total method such as Fire
Assay. The established accuracy and precision levels for Navarre QC standards is assessed as
acceptable for the types of samples and level of exploration being undertaken.
 The SGM laboratory is specifically set up to serve the Stawell mine and contained mineralisation
styles. It is not certified to ISO 9001:2008 or NATA accredited to ISO 17025:2005. Navarre considers
the mineralisation styles from Irvine and Benno to be very similar to that commonly analysed at the
SGM assay lab and suitable for the gold analysis being reported.
 An Olympus Delta Premium 50 handheld analyser (type; DP-4050-C) owned by Navarre Minerals was
used to conduct multi-element analysis for a suite of elements including As, Ag, Cu, Pb, Zn, Fe, S, K, Ca,
Ni, Cr, P, W, Au, Pd, Mo, Mn, Bi, V, Hg, Se, Te, Sb, Sn. XRF analysis was conducted on multiple sample
types including -850um sieved soil and auger samples and pulps of rock chip samples.

Verification of
sampling and
assaying

 Previous rock chip sample Au assay results from ALS (30g Fire Assay) have been compared to samples
analysed at the SGM lab (25g aqua regia digest). Comparison shows good ‘order of magnitude‘
correlation between the two laboratories/methods and low absolute error (see technical details
within Navarre ASX report of 12 June 2015).
 No duplicate analysis of Au or As has been undertaken.
 High aqua regia rock chip gold grades were verified by multiple XRF analysis, and confirmed to contain
gold. However the poor Limit of Detection (LOD) and accuracy of Au analysis using the XRF makes
difficult the verification of low value gold concentrations.
 To assess the accuracy of As analyses using the XRF all rock chip pulps from ME ICP assaying using ALS
were analysed with the XRF by placing about 200g of the assay residue pulp into glad wrap and
analysing on each beam for 30 seconds. Comparison for As results between the two methods revealed
a good correlation with a slightly lower equivalent As grades in the XRF dataset (see below). Navarre is
confident that XRF As analysis of rock chip pulps closely represents the true Arsenic concentrations as
determined using the ALS method. Extremely high iron contents (>50-60% Fe) do appear to increase
the volatility of the As XRF results.

Location of
data points

 Grid system used for reporting is GDA94, zone 54 in all figures and tables.
 Rock chip samples were located using hand held Garmin GPS with approximate +3m accuracy.

Data spacing &
distribution



Rock chip sampling was done on an opportunistic basis dependant on available rock material. Float
material, in particular, may have been transported 5’s or even 10’s of metres from its original source
outcrop. Navarre has been careful to not sample Tertiary rock types which may be enriched in gold by
alluvial and colluvial processes.



The Rock chip data spacing is not appropriate for estimating a Mineral Resource and is not intended
for such use. The Irvine prospect has had only a cursory low level of initial drill exploration and the
Benno prospect even less with just a single diamond drill hole (DD94AA266).

geological

 The orientation of gold bearing veins or structures is not well known at this stage of exploration.
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Commentary

structure

However the recent surface mapping, bedrock auger sampling and rock chip assaying have increased
the confidence of location for basalt contacts and associated alteration, arsenic and gold
mineralisation (see Figure 3). As at the Magdala mine in Stawell, gold mineralisation is focussed in
fault and quartz stockwork structures in meta-sediments surrounding the margins of the basalt.
Outcrop mapping to the west of the Irvine Basalt reveals a distribution of high gold and arsenic along
the basalt contact. This adds confidence to this style of mineralisation occurring at Irvine and Benno
prospects, and more broadly within the Ararat Goldfield.
 Further exploration, particularly diamond drilling will be required before detailed geological controls
on mineralisation can be confirmed.

For personal use only

Criteria

Sample
security

 Sample chain of custody and security procedures for rock chip samples are high with all material
retained by Navarre.

Appendix 1 - Section 2 Reporting of Exploration Results – Irvine and Benno Prospects, Ararat Project
Criteria

Commentary

Tenement and
land tenure

 The Irvine & Benno prospects lie within Navarre’s 100% owned “Ararat” exploration licence EL 5476
which was granted on 25 February 2015 for an initial period of 5 years.
 The prospects occur mainly on freehold land and, to a lesser extent, crown land & road reserves.
 Crown land subject to possible Native Title has been excised from the licence.
 Centaur Mining & Exploration held licence EL 1224 in the 1980s and conducted surface mapping,
and shallow RAB drilling along road verges in proximity to the Irvine & Benno prospects. The main
focus of their exploration activities became the Mt Ararat base-metal sulphide deposit further to the
SW.
 CRA Exploration held licences EL 2651 & EL 3429 (which were amalgamated into EL 3450) in the
early 1990’s. It was recognised that basalt lavas and associated meta-sediments at the northern end
of the field held gold potential of the Stawell mine style (which itself at the time was relatively
poorly understood). CRA drilled 12 RC holes (average 48m depth) and 2 diamond holes in the Irvine
area. This work was initially focused on an area of high arsenic in soils anomalism along two northtrending outcrops of ironstone to the west of the Irvine Basalt, now referred to as The Native Youth
Lines (Inner & Outer – Figure 3). Significant gold grades of 4m @ 0.88 g/t Au (RC92AA021 from
32m) and 2m @ 2.84 g/t Au (RC92AA027 from 24m) were recorded. Mapping and rock chip sampling
across the entire Ararat Goldfield was also undertaken at this time with several better than 1 g/t Au
results obtained.
 A single diamond drill holefollowing up two shallow RC holes that recorded highly anomalous arsenic
and gold concentrations on the western flank of the Irvine Basalt generated a 0.5m @ 7.2 g/t Au
intersection from 86.5m in a “classic Magdala footwall sequence” of high arsenopyrite and
pyrrhotite from meta-sediments in DD92AA254. This was the only hole to have intersected a basalt
contact across both prospects.
 From 1995 to 1996 under Joint Venture with CRAE the Stawell Gold Mine undertook exploration
which included 4 lines of shallow vertical aircore drilling across the Irvine Basalt as 2 phases of work.
Owing to weather and penetration difficulties no basalt contacts wereintersected in any SGM holes
and no significant gold results were obtained. The aircore program was useful in generally deducing
the location of the western basalt contact at a broad local scale and confirming anomalous arsenic
geochemistry along this contact (max As=440ppm).
 In late 1994 CRA also drilled a single diamond drill hole (DD94AA266) into the northern part of the
Benno Basalt (see Figure 4). This hole was not drilled deep enough to reach basalt due to the
interpreted northern plunge of the basalt. The hole terminated in meta-sedimentary schist
containing magnetite alteration with a few selected trays from this hole held by the GSV in their core
farm facility in Werribee.

Exploration
done by other
parties

Geology



The project area is considered highly prospective for the discovery of economic gold deposits of
similar character to those in the nearby Stawell gold mine, particularly the Magdala gold deposit.
The Stawell Goldfield has produced approximately 5 million ounces of gold from all sources and
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Commentary
more than 2.3 million ounces from underground and open pit sources during the modern mining
era across more than 3 decades.
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Drill hole
Information
Data
aggregation

Mineralisation
relationship

Balanced
reporting

Further work



No drilling is being reported.

 No data aggregation of gold results has occurred.
 Where multiple As analyses were made on a single sample pulp the average of those As results is
reported.
 All known sources of multi-element geochemistry have been used to interpret the arsenic
geochemical distribution shown in Figure 3. This includes RAB and Aircore As assays conducted by
Centaur Mining & Exploration and SGM respectively, also As assays within diamond (DD94AA254; As
= 6800ppm As as a single sample at the basalt contact) and RC drill hole data from CRA.
 The table of Rock chip assay results includes a geological description for each result. The location of
the new rock chip results are shown in Figure 3 relative to mapping results locating samples at or
near basalt contacts or other interpreted structures. The reader can assess the relationship
between gold and arsenic results and the Stawell mineralisation style which is believed to be a
robust model for further exploration at the prospects.
 Samples >0.3ppm Au are reported in Table 1. Lower grade sample results are located in Figure 3. All
rock chip samples assayed by both Fire Assay (previously reported) and aqua regia (this report) are
shown in Figure 3 with respective gold grade range thematic colours and differentiating symbol line
colours (see legend in Fig 3).
 Additional historical exploration and mining information is being incorporated into the Navarre GIS
system for prospects across the Ararat Goldfield.
 Navarre intends to expand the use of auger and rock chip sampling across the Irvine and Benno
prospects to locate areas along the 6 defined gold target surfaces with higher potential for initial
drill testing.
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